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The Chinese Revolution 2007
presents an account of the chinese civil war and what the communist victory meant to chinese
society and the chinese people

Triumph of China 1992-01-01
based mainly on russian and chinese archival sources that have become available only since
the early 1990s the authors of this collection explore the main aspects of the chinese
revolution in the crucial period of the 1920s such as the united front policy the development of
communism the guomindang perspective institutional issues and social movements the
various approaches and interpretative methods employed by the contributors from seven
countries have resulted in a collection of articles representing four very different and until now
almost independent discourses the european the american the chinese and the russian

The Chinese Revolution in the 1920s 2013-10-11
china s mid twentieth century wars pose extraordinary interpretive challenges the issue is not
just that the chinese fought for such a long time from the marco polo bridge incident of july
1937 until the close of the korean war in 1953 across such vast territory as hans van de ven
explains the greatest puzzles lie in understanding china s simultaneous external and internal
wars much is at stake politically in how this story is told today in its official history and public
commemorations the people s republic asserts chinese unity against japan during world war ii
but this overwrites the era s stark divisions between communists and nationalists increasingly
erasing the civil war from memory van de ven argues that the war with japan the civil war and
its aftermath were in fact of a piece a singular process of conflict and political change
reintegrating the communist uprising with the sino japanese war he shows how the
communists took advantage of wartime to increase their appeal how fissures between the
nationalists and communists affected anti japanese resistance and how the fractious coalition
fostered conditions for revolution in the process the chinese invented an influential paradigm
of war wherein the clausewitzian model of total war between well defined interstate enemies
gave way to murky campaigns of national liberation involving diverse domestic and outside
belligerents this history disappears when the realities of china s mid century conflicts are
stripped from public view china at war recovers them

Tragedy and Triumph in China, 1937 1938*
china s mid twentieth century wars pose extraordinary interpretive challenges the issue is not
just that the chinese fought for such a long time from the marco polo bridge incident of july
1937 until the close of the korean war in 1953 across such vast territory as hans van de ven
explains the greatest puzzles lie in understanding china s simultaneous external and internal
wars much is at stake politically in how this story is told today in its official history and public
commemorations the people s republic asserts chinese unity against japan during world war ii
but this overwrites the era s stark divisions between communists and nationalists increasingly
erasing the civil war from memory van de ven argues that the war with japan the civil war and
its aftermath were in fact of a piece a singular process of conflict and political change
reintegrating the communist uprising with the sino japanese war he shows how the



communists took advantage of wartime to increase their appeal how fissures between the
nationalists and communists affected anti japanese resistance and how the fractious coalition
fostered conditions for revolution in the process the chinese invented an influential paradigm
of war wherein the clausewitzian model of total war between well defined interstate enemies
gave way to murky campaigns of national liberation involving diverse domestic and outside
belligerents this history disappears when the realities of china s mid century conflicts are
stripped from public view china at war recovers them

China at War 2018-02-12
roberti takes a comprehensive look at the negotiations that determined how china would rule
hong kong after 1997 revealing startling new details the book argues that britain failed to
negotiate adequate safe guards for her colony thereby betraying millions of her citizens

Years of Trial, Turmoil and Triumph 1989
an american eyewitness account of the tiananmen square massacre and the behind the
scenes upheaval that transformed china into the capitalist communist nation that it is today

China at War 2017
chronicles reforms revolutions and wars through the lens of institutions often rebutting
western impressions and warns against thinking of china s economic success as proof of a
unique path without contextualizing it in historical specifics new yorker this thoughtful probing
interpretation is a worthy successor to the famous histories of fairbank and spence and will be
read by all students and scholars of modern china william c kirby coauthor of can china lead it
is tempting to attribute the rise of china s to recent changes in political leadership and
economic policy but china has had a long history of creative adaptation and it would be a
mistake to think that its current trajectory began with deng xiaoping in the mid eighteenth
century when the qing empire reached the height of its power china dominated a third of the
world s population then as the opium wars threatened the nation s sovereignty and the taiping
rebellion ripped the country apart china found itself verging on free fall in the twentieth
century china managed a surprising recovery rapidly undergoing profound economic and
social change buttressed by technological progress a dynamic story of crisis and recovery
failures and triumphs making china modern explores the versatility and resourcefulness that
has guaranteed china s survival in the past and is now fueling its future

The Fall of Hong Kong 1996-12-05
in the grand narrative of modern chinese history 1943 is usually passed over with little notice
great attention has been paid to critical watersheds in chinese history the end of the empire in
1911 the outbreak of full scale war with japan in 1937 or the triumph of the chinese
communist revolution in 1949 what can we learn if we focus attention on a less dramatic year
in 1943 in the middle of world war ii the allies renounced the unequal treaties chiang kai shek
wrote china s destiny and met with roosevelt and churchill at cairo and mme chiang made her
memorable trip to the united states from the northwestern province of xinjiang to the southern
smuggling entrepot of guangzhouwan the stories of calculating politicians suspected spies



starving peasants downtrodden intellectuals recalcitrant preachers and star crossed actors
come together to illuminate the significance of this year for china as a whole in thirteen topical
chapters both the achievements and the disappointments of 1943 are explored in an effort to
capture a moment in time when china stood at a crossroads but the road ahead lay shrouded
in the impenetrable fog of war

The Triumph at Tiananmen Square 2005-05
with a focus on the economic battlefront and in depth analysis of the diplomatic military and
ideological arenas the world s foremost expert on us china global competition offers a rousing
strategic call to action and playbook harvesting all of our nation s ingenuity confidence and
will power to outcompete the long term strategies of china and its communist party in the
decisive decade dr jonathan ward china scholar and founder of the atlas organization a
consultancy focused on us china global competition offers a comprehensive framework for how
the united states can and must defeat china on the world stage economically diplomatically
militarily and ideologically international security and american supremacy are at stake and
now is the time for the us to take action china s global power and influence grows every day
working from a deep sense of national identity the chinese communist party is leading its
country toward what it deems the great rejuvenation of the chinese nation and executing a
long term grand strategy to topple over its chief adversary the united states as china becomes
increasingly repressive domestically and aggressive overseas it threatens to upend america s
global dominance at every turn ward provides novel and practical strategies that our
government as well as our businesses and our citizens can utilize to undermine our adversary
exhaustive campaigns in the economic diplomatic military and ideological arenas he argues
must be taken to achieve victory with expert analysis of the history of us china relations as
well as insight into how the russia ukrainian war can inform our strategic thinking the decisive
decade presents a unique toolkit for our triumph over china we can succeed but it won t be
easy it will take all of our nation s ingenuity confidence and willpower to win

The Triumph of John and Betty Stam 1935
for more than a century no us adversary or coalition of adversaries not nazi germany imperial
japan or the soviet union has ever reached sixty percent of us gdp china is the sole exception
and it is fast emerging into a global superpower that could rival if not eclipse the united states
what does china want does it have a grand strategy to achieve it and what should the united
states do about it in the long game rush doshi draws from a rich base of chinese primary
sources including decades worth of party documents leaked materials memoirs by party
leaders and a careful analysis of china s conduct to provide a history of china s grand strategy
since the end of the cold war taking readers behind the party s closed doors he uncovers
beijing s long methodical game to displace america from its hegemonic position in both the
east asia regional and global orders through three sequential strategies of displacement
beginning in the 1980s china focused for two decades on hiding capabilities and biding time
after the 2008 global financial crisis it became more assertive regionally following a policy of
actively accomplishing something finally in the aftermath populist elections of 2016 china
shifted to an even more aggressive strategy for undermining us hegemony adopting the
phrase great changes unseen in century after charting how china s long game has evolved
doshi offers a comprehensive yet asymmetric plan for an effective us response ironically his



proposed approach takes a page from beijing s own strategic playbook to undermine china s
ambitions and strengthen american order without competing dollar for dollar ship for ship or
loan for loan

The Fall of Hong Kong 1994-01-01
the impact of the chinese communist revolution on the lives of millions and millions of ordinary
citizens is a topic that is often obfuscated by china s censorship and the mirage of the recent
economic development in this intimate narrative li mu rescues a nation s forgotten history
through his personal story his journey started in an agricultural and fishing village in the
country side of guangdong where targeted by the chinese communist revolution during the
50s and 60s his family was persecuted defamed tortured and had their possessions
confiscated his father was executed and he was sent to labor camps throughout his struggle
for survival the author bore witness to one of the worst atrocities in history he ultimately
escaped as a refugee to hong kong in 1962 and in 1977 made a great leap into the unknown
and emigrated to brazil with his wife and children at the age of 44

A Review Article 1962
winner of the lionel gelber prize national book critics circle award finalist an economist best
book of the year a financial times book of the year a wall street journal book of the year a
washington post book of the year a bloomberg news book of the year an esquire china book of
the year a gates notes top read of the year perhaps no one in the twentieth century had a
greater long term impact on world history than deng xiaoping and no scholar of contemporary
east asian history and culture is better qualified than ezra vogel to disentangle the many
contradictions embodied in the life and legacy of china s boldest strategist once described by
mao zedong as a needle inside a ball of cotton deng was the pragmatic yet disciplined driving
force behind china s radical transformation in the late twentieth century he confronted the
damage wrought by the cultural revolution dissolved mao s cult of personality and loosened
the economic and social policies that had stunted china s growth obsessed with modernization
and technology deng opened trade relations with the west which lifted hundreds of millions of
his countrymen out of poverty yet at the same time he answered to his authoritarian roots
most notably when he ordered the crackdown in june 1989 at tiananmen square deng s
youthful commitment to the communist party was cemented in paris in the early 1920s among
a group of chinese student workers that also included zhou enlai deng returned home in 1927
to join the chinese revolution on the ground floor in the fifty years of his tumultuous rise to
power he endured accusations purges and even exile before becoming china s preeminent
leader from 1978 to 1989 and again in 1992 when he reached the top deng saw an
opportunity to creatively destroy much of the economic system he had helped build for five
decades as a loyal follower of mao and he did not hesitate

Making China Modern 2019-01-14
president nixon s famous 1972 trip has gone down in history as the first great opening
between the west and communist china however eighteen years previously former prime
minister clement attlee had also been to china to shake chairman mao by the hand in the
second half of 1954 scores of european delegations set off for beijing in response to prime



minister chou en lai s invitation to come and see the new china and celebrate the fifth
anniversary of the communist victory in this delightfully eclectic book part comedy part
travelogue and part cultural history patrick wright uncovers the story of the four british
delegations that made this journey these delegations included an amazing range of people
from the political academic artistic and cultural worlds of the day clement attlee and his
former health minister nye bevan dapper and self important philosopher a j ayer the brilliant
young artist reporter paul hogarth poet and novelist rex warner a former marxist who had just
married a rothschild and the infuriatingly self obsessed stanley spencer who famously lectured
chou en lai on the merits of his hometown of cookham but who emerges as the unlikely hero of
the story using a host of previously unpublished letters and diaries patrick wright reconstructs
their journey via the ussr to the new china capturing the impressions both mistaken and
genuinely insightful of the delegates as they ventured behind both the iron and the bamboo
curtains full of comic detail of the delegates and their interactions it is also a study of china as
it has loomed in the british mind the primitive orient of early western philosophy a land of
backwardness that was used to contrast with the progressive dynamism of victorian britain as
well as the more recent allure of revolutionary transformation as it appeared in the minds of
twentieth century britons

1943 2015
of the many national mythologies in the world that of china is among the least familiar to
people in the united states and other western countries this volume explores the wealth of
quaint and entertaining stories the chinese have inherited from their ancient past including
many involving mischievous foxes benevolent dragons scary ghosts and the triumph of good
over evil

The Decisive Decade  2023-04-25
attempts to shed new light on the anglo american rivalry in china in the period between the
defeat of japan and the triumph of the chinese communists this study contends that the ussr
was not a major factor in the dispute

The Long Game 2021-06-11
how could one company general motors meet disaster on one continent and achieve explosive
growth on another at the very same time while general motors was hurtling towards
bankruptcy in 2009 gm s subsidiary in china was setting new sales and profit records this book
reveals how extraordinary people remarkable decisions and surprising breaks made triumph in
china possible for general motors it also shows just how vulnerable that winning track record
remains no small part of gm s success in china springs from its management of shifting
business and political relationships in china the government makes the rules for and competes
in the auto industry gm s business partner the city of shanghai is both an ally and a competitor
how does such an unnatural relationship work on a day to day basis where will it go on the
future general motors also engages in constant battles with other global and chinese car
makers for the hearts of demanding chinese consumers dunne gives us rare glimpses into the
mindsets and behavior of this new moneyed set the worlds newest class of wealthy consumers
china is already the number one car market in the world during the next ten years china will



export millions of cars and trucks globally including to the united states american wheels
chinese roads presents readers with fascinating illustrations of what to expect when chinese
cars companies and business people arrive on our shores

Waves of the Blue River 2017-11-14
on the centennial of the founding of the chinese communist party the definitive history of how
mao and his successors overcame incredible odds to gain and keep power mao zedong and
the twelve other young men who founded the chinese communist party in 1921 could hardly
have imagined that less than thirty years later they would be rulers on its hundredth
anniversary the party remains in command leading a nation primed for global dominance tony
saich tells the authoritative comprehensive story of the chinese communist partyÑits rise to
power against incredible odds its struggle to consolidate rule and overcome self inflicted
disasters and its thriving amid other communist partiesÕ collapse saich argues that the brutal
japanese invasion in the 1930s actually helped the party as the communists retreated into the
countryside they established themselves as the populist grassroots alternative to the
nationalists gaining the support they would need to triumph in the civil war once in power
however the communists faced the difficult task of learning how to rule saich examines the
devastating economic consequences of maoÕs great leap forward and the political chaos of
the cultural revolution as well as the partyÕs rebound under deng xiaopingÕs reforms leninist
systems are thought to be rigid yet the chinese communist party has proved adaptable from
rebel to ruler shows that the party owes its endurance to its flexibility but is it nimble enough
to realize xi jinpingÕs Òchina dreamÓ challenges are multiplying as the growing middle class
makes new demands on the state and the ideological retreat from communism draws the
party further from its revolutionary roots the legacy of the party may be secure but its future is
anything but guaranteed

Deng Xiaoping and the Transformation of China
2013-10-14
the long march is communist china s founding myth seventy years afterwards sun shuyun set
out to retrace its steps and discovered the true history behind the legend the facts in 1934 in
the midst of civil war the communist party and its 200 000 soldiers were forced from their
bases by the nationalists after that truth and legend begin to blur led by mao zedong the
communists set off on a strategic retreat to the distant barren north of china thousands of
miles away only one in five reached their destination where the legend goes they gathered
strength and returned to launch the new china in the heat of revolution sun journeys to remote
villages along the route interviews aged survivors and visits local archives she uncovers
shocking stories of starvation disease and desertion of ruthless purges of thousands of futile
deaths many who survived the march report that their suffering continued long after the
triumph of the revolution culminating in the horrific years of the cultural revolution from
publisher description

Passport to Peking 2010-10-28
history is marked by great moments of human achievement of epic triumph against all odds



and china s long march was one of the most momentous for two years from 1934 to 1936 the
red army retreated across the wilds of china battling nationalist forces and struggling to stay
alive in impossibly harsh conditions this book revisits the original route of the long march and
portrays the country today through the eyes of a celebrated team of chinese and international
photographers their images capture the people and places of modern day china as it rushes
into the 21st century while holding onto traditions from past centuries and honouring the spirit
of the long march for over 75 years the chinese people have looked to the story of the long
march for inspiration this unique and visually breathtaking insight into a country that has
undergone monumental change over the past 75 years and an uplifting and at times moving
portrait of the ordinary people adapting in the face of change

Chinese Mythology 2020
in this book william odom analyzes the security strategies of each northeast asian nation and
specifically their strategies toward one another within the region

Recasting the Imperial Far East 1995
new york times book review editors choice winner of the 2018 truman book award a gripping
narrative of the truman administration s response to the fall of nationalist china and the
triumph of mao zedong s communist forces in 1949 an extraordinary political revolution that
continues to shape east asian politics to this day in the opening months of 1949 u s president
harry s truman found himself faced with a looming diplomatic catastrophe perhaps the
greatest that this country has ever suffered as the journalist walter lippmann put it throughout
the spring and summer mao zedong s communist armies fanned out across mainland china
annihilating the rival troops of america s one time ally chiang kai shek and taking control of
beijing shanghai and other major cities as truman and his aides including his shrewd ruthless
secretary of state dean acheson scrambled to formulate a response they were forced to
contend not only with mao but also with unrelenting political enemies at home over the course
of this tumultuous year mao would fashion a new revolutionary government in beijing laying
the foundation for the creation of modern china while chiang kai shek would flee to the island
sanctuary of taiwan these events transformed american foreign policy leading ultimately to
decades of friction with communist china a long standing u s commitment to taiwan and the
subsequent wars in korea and vietnam drawing on chinese and russian sources as well as
recently declassified cia documents kevin peraino tells the story of this remarkable year
through the eyes of the key players including mao zedong president truman secretary of state
acheson minnesota congressman walter judd and madame chiang kai shek the influential first
lady of the republic of china today the legacy of 1949 is more relevant than ever to the
relationships between china the united states and the rest of the world as beijing asserts its
claims in the south china sea and tensions endure between taiwan and the mainland

American Wheels, Chinese Roads 2011-07-20
with a focus on the economic battlefront and in depth analysis of the diplomatic military and
ideological arenas the world s foremost expert on us china global competition offers a rousing
strategic call to action and playbook harvesting all of our nation s ingenuity confidence and
will power to outcompete the long term strategies of china and its communist party in the



decisive decade dr jonathan d t ward china scholar and founder of the atlas organization a
consultancy focused on us china global competition offers a comprehensive framework for how
the united states can and must defeat china on the world stage economically diplomatically
militarily and ideologically international security and american supremacy are at stake and
now is the time for the us to take action china s global power and influence grows every day
working from a deep sense of national identity the chinese communist party is leading its
country toward what it deems the great rejuvenation of the chinese nation and executing a
long term grand strategy to topple over its chief adversary the united states as china becomes
increasingly repressive domestically and aggressive overseas it threatens to upend america s
global dominance at every turn ward provides novel and practical strategies that our
government as well as our businesses and our citizens can utilize to undermine our adversary
exhaustive campaigns in the economic diplomatic military and ideological arenas he argues
must be taken to achieve victory with expert analysis of the history of us china relations as
well as insight into how the russia ukrainian war can inform our strategic thinking the decisive
decade presents a unique toolkit for our triumph over china we can succeed but it won t be
easy it will take all of our nation s ingenuity confidence and willpower to win

From Rebel to Ruler 2021-07-06
when japan invaded china in 1937 chinese journalists greeted the news with euphoria
convinced their countrymen led by chiang kai shek would triumph parks coble shows that
correspondents underplayed china s defeats for fear of undercutting morale and then saw
their writings disappear and themselves denounced after the communists came to power

The Long March 2006
the author reveals the traditional strategic rules and survival schemes used by the chinese to
triumph over their enemies demonstrating how stratagems have long been a mainstay of
chinese businessmen politicians lawmakers intellectuals generals and footsoldiers alike

China 2012
many books have tried to analyze the reasons for the chinese communist success in china s
1945 1949 civil war but suzanne pepper s seminal work was the first and remains the only
comprehensive analysis of how the ruling nationalists lost that war not just militarily but by
alienating the civilian population through corruption and incompetence now available in a new
edition this authoritative investigation of kuomintang failure and communist success explores
the new research and archival resources available for assessing this pivotal period in
contemporary chinese history even more relevant today given the contemporary debates in
hong kong and taiwan over the terms of reunification with a communist led national
government in beijing this book is essential reading for anyone seeking a nuanced
understanding of twentieth century chinese politics

China 1966
through the sweeping cultural and historical transformations of china entrepreneur lan yan
traces her family s history through early 20th century to present day the history of the yan



family is inseparable from the history of china over the last century one of the most influential
business leaders of china today lan yan grew up in the company of the country s powerful elite
including mao zedong zhou enlai and deng xiaoping her grandfather yan baohang originally a
nationalist and ally of chiang kai shek later joined the communists and worked as a spy during
world war ii never falling out of favor with soong may ling aka mrs chiang kai shek lan s
parents were diplomats and her father yan mingfu was mao s personal russian translator in
spite of their elevated status the yan s family life was turned upside down by the cultural
revolution one night in 1967 in front of a terrified ten year old lan red guards burst into the
family home and arrested her grandfather days later her father was arrested accused of
spying for the soviet union her mother wu keilang was branded a counter revolutionary and
forced to go with her daughter to a re education camp for five years where lan came of age as
a high school student in recounting her family history lan yan brings to life a century of
chinese history from the last emperor to present day including the cultural revolution which
tore her childhood apart the reader obtains a rare glimpse into the mysteries of a system
which went off the rails and would decimate a large swathe of the intellectual economic and
political elite country the little girl who was crushed by the cultural revolution has become one
of the most active businesswomen in her country in telling her and her family s story lan yan
serves up an intimate account of the history of contemporary china

Trial After Triumph 1992
this is the third account in a trilogy of escape stories from communist china during the period
of 1949 1976 under mao s rule book one finds the author at a crossroads undecided about his
future as he chooses between completing his university education or fleeing china his choice
of remaining in china leads to a life of great difficulty as he navigates through all the political
movements seeking to stay out of trouble the author completed his university education in
food science engineering although on a shortened basis because of the cultural revolution and
joins the procession of sent down youth to work at a military farm in yunnan province while
there he is diagnosed with a stomach ailment and sent back to his home province of
guangdong for one year to recover through unusual circumstances he is able make this
transfer permanent and commences a life of self study of history and literature all while living
with his parents and supported by the income of his siblings in hong kong and macau this was
as the phrase became known his family s window facing south all through this period including
the time during the cultural revolution the author observes the hardships of various members
of his own family including his father uncles and aunts whose lives were brought to ruin
because of the ccp s political campaigns and policies this book describes the author s climax of
desperation to escape to a life of freedom even after he has already failed once and also come
face to face with the reality that the chances of escape were not favourable especially after he
witnessed firsthand the loss of friends and loved ones who were never heard of again after
their departure from mainland chinese soil such unfavourable odds with a failure rate
estimated to be as high as a 60 70 were not enough to deter him from his second attempt and
so he describes this plan to escape telling of a determination that follows through not just
twice but a third time in an unlikely jailbreak that succeeds against all odds arriving to the free
world brings its own challenges and this includes having to enter hong kong from macau as a
stowaway on a boat and register as a refugee work opportunities present themselves through
a series of low paying jobs yet allowing the author to pursue his true passion of writing and
publishing his first higher paying job is working as a job site supervisor for the construction of



one of hong kong s mtr s subway stations completing the job on time and according to
specifications this earned him the offer to take over from the soon to retire owner of the
construction company instead the author now married chooses to immigrate to the usa to
begin a new life in new york city this concludes the trilogy of escape stories of those who lived
under mao s rule this was a period of time when survival was the highest aspiration for an
individual to hope for and the natural choice was to flee the author like many others chose
freedom one of the most startling statements in this trilogy is that many of these youth who
were seeking to flee china did so because life under the communists was worse than anything
humanly imaginable including having to endure the life of a slave or even prostitution and so
many chose to flee even though it would cost them even their lives this book is a memorial to
all those who chose to flee

The Real triumph of Japan 1906
an investigation of the sack of the emperor s summer palace near beijing in 1860

A Force So Swift 2017-09-19
china s communist party seized power in 1949 after a long guerrilla insurgency followed by full
scale war but the revolution was just beginning andrew walder narrates the rise and fall of the
maoist state from 1949 to 1976 an epoch of startling accomplishments and disastrous failures
steered by many forces but dominated above all by mao zedong

The Decisive Decade 2023-04-25
tells the story of china s struggles to overcome new risks and endure the global backlash
against its assertive reach combining on the ground reportage with analysis luke patey argues
that china s predatory economic agenda headstrong diplomacy and military expansion
undermine its global ambitions to dominate the global economy and world affairs

China's War Reporters 2015-03-09
a superb book mearsheimer has made a significant contribution to our understanding of the
behavior of great powers barry r posen the national interest the updated edition of this classic
treatise on the behavior of great powers takes a penetrating look at the question likely to
dominate international relations in the twenty first century can china rise peacefully in clear
eloquent prose john mearsheimer explains why the answer is no a rising china will seek to
dominate asia while the united states determined to remain the world s sole regional hegemon
will go to great lengths to prevent that from happening the tragedy of great power politics is
inescapable

The Book of Stratagems 1991



Civil War in China 1999

The House of Yan 2020-01-28

Memorializing Those Who Escaped Before and During
the Cultural Revolution-Book3 2018-03-06

Destruction of Paradise 2017-09-20

China Under Mao 2015-04-06

Confucian China and Its Modern Fate 2008-11

How China Loses 2021

The Tragedy of Great Power Politics (Updated Edition)
2003-01-17
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